income taxes combined with redistributive transfer payments, 5 or the taxation of personal consumption at progressive rates. 6 In contrast to classical utilitarianism, which he explicitly rejects, 7 Rawls presents a liberal-egalitarian conception of justice, according to which each person is accorded "an equal right to the most extensive basic liberty compatible with a similar liberty for others" (the first principle of justice), 8 and social and economic inequalities are permitted only to the extent that they work to everyone's advantag e (the difference principle) 9 and are attached to positions and offices that are reasonably accessible to all (the principle of fair equality of opportunity). 10 On this basis, he recommends progressive gift and inheritance taxes "to gradually and continually … correct the distribution of wealth and to prevent concentrations of power detrimental to the fair value of political liberty and fair equality of opportunity," 11 and a proportional expenditure tax (a flat-rate tax on personal consumption) to raise revenues so that "the government … can provide for … public goods and make the transfer payments necessary to satisfy the difference principle." 12 5 See, e.g., Joseph Bankman and Thomas Griffith, "Social Welfare and the Rate Structure: A New Look at Progressive Taxation" (1987) 7 Rawls, supra note 2 at 26-27. 8 Ibid. at 60. Rawls defines thes e basic liberties (at p. 61) as "roughly speaking, political liberty, (the right to vote and to be eligible for public office) together with freedom of speech and assembly; liberty of conscience and freedom of thought; freedom of the person along with the ri ght to hold (personal) property; and freedom from arbitrary arres t or seizure as defined by the concept of the rule of law." 9 Ibid. at 61. Although the difference principle is more generally understood as requiri ng (as Rawls subsequently emphasizes at p. 75) that inequalities "improve the expectations of the least advantaged members of society," this more limited formulation is implied by the more general requirement that inequalities must be (as an economist would say) Pareto efficient. 10 Ibid. at 73: "The thought here is that positions are to be not only open in a formal sense, but that all should have a fai r chance to attain them." Rawls further expl ains (at p. 73) that this principle does not disregard abilities and efforts, but rather implies that "thos e who are at the same lev el of talent and ability, and have the same willingness to use them, should have the same prospects of s uccess regardless of their ini tial place in the social system, that is, irres pective of the income class into which they are born." 11 Ibid. at 277, adding (at p. 277) that "the progressive princi ple might be applied at the beneficiary's end" i n order to "encourage the wide dispersal of property which is a necessary condition, it seems, if the fair value of the equal liberties is to be maintained." 12 Ibid. at 278. For Rawls, a proportional annual consumption tax along these lines is "preferable to an income tax … at the l evel of common sens e precepts of justice, since i t imposes a levy according to how much a person takes out of the common s tore of goods and not according to how much he contributes (assumi ng here that income is fai rly earned)." In addition, he suggests (at p. 279), "[i]t may be better … to use progressive rates only when they are necessary to pres erve the justice of the basic structure with respect to the fi rst principle of justice and fair equality of opportunity, and so to forestall accumul ations of property likely to undermine the corresponding institutions" -addi ng that this approach "might help signal an important distinction in questions of policy."
Classical libertarian theories of justice, on the other hand, criticize utilitarian and Rawlsian conceptions of distributive justice on the grounds that these "patterned" or "end-result" approaches violate people's rights to the ownership of property that is justly acquired and justly transferred. 13 From this perspective, Robert Nozick maintains, all redistributive taxes and transfers are objectionable, 14 except to the extent that they correct for past injustices in the acquisition or transfer of property. 15 As a result, most libertarians would limit taxation to the collection of revenues necessary to support a minimal state dedicated to the protection of persons and property, 16 and allocate tax burdens according to the benefits that taxpayers receive. 17 In practice, these libertarian theories appear to be compatible with all major tax bases, including income, consumption and wealth, 18 though most libertarian approaches to tax policy conclude that whatever tax is adopted should be levied at a flat or proportional rate. 19 Like Nozick, Ronald Dworkin also rejects patterned or end state conceptions of distributive justice -which he criticizes as "ethically insensitive" in that they "deploy standards of just distribution that … do not reflect the distinctions and assignments of responsibility we make in leading our lives." 20 In opposition to classical libertarianism, however, Dworkin regards a conception of equality as central to a theory of distributive justice, insisting that "[n]o government is legitimate that does not show equal concern for the fate of all those citizens over whom it claims dominion and from whom it claims allegiance." 21 Drawing on each of these principles, Dworkin proposes a theory of distributive justice as "equality of resources" that aims to provide "a unified account of equality and individual responsibility that respects both." 22 This article explains Dworkin's theory of equality of resources and its implications for redistributive taxation, arguing that it provides a persuasive argument for progressive income and wealth transfer taxes as essential elements of a just tax system. Part II examines the theory itself in contrast to other prominent theories of distributive justice, concluding that Dworkin's approach provides a more compelling conception of distributive justice than welfare-based theories that do not take rights and responsibilities seriously, Rawlsian theory which is insufficiently attentive to individual rights and responsibilities, and classical libertarianism which fails to take equality seriously. Part III considers the implications of Dworkin's theory for redistributive taxation, addressing both the kinds of taxes that a virtuous sovereign should collect for this purpose and key features in the design of these taxes. Part IV concludes.
II. Theory
In order to understand Dworkin's idea of equality of resources, it is perhaps best to contrast this theory of distributive justice with other prominent theories that he explicitly rejects. The theory's emphasis on "resources" as a standard for measuring equality, for example, represents a marked departure from theories based on utility or welfare, which Dworkin subjects to detailed criticism. 23 At the same time, the theory's reliance on a concept of "ethical individualism" that evaluates the justice of distributive outcomes based on the distinction between people's choices and their circumstances differs significantly from the political liberalism of John Rawls. 24 Finally, the analytical devices and institutional arrangements on which Dworkin's theory relies in order to achieve "equality" in the distribution of resources are fundamentally opposed to those that underlie libertarian conceptions of private property. 25 The following sections outline Dworkin's concept of equality of resources in contrast to other theories of distributive justice: (1) reviewing Dworkin's critique of welfare as a measure of distributive equality, (2) explaining Dworkin's concept of resources and the idea of ethical individualism that distinguishes Dworkin's theory from that of John Rawls; and (3) contrasting the procedural and institutional devices on which Dworkin's theory relies in order to ensure equality in the distribution of resources from the procedural and institutional arrangements contemplated in classical libertarianism. In each case, I conclude, Dworkin's theory offers a more compelling account of distributive justice than the alternative theories that he rejects.
A. What's Wrong with Welfare?
Beginning with welfare, it is useful to begin by recalling Rawls' objections to classical utilitarianism -that it does not automatically exclude offensive or illegitimate preferences, 26 does not necessarily guarantee the protection of rights and liberties which are contingent on their utility at a particular time and place, 27 does not concern itself, except indirectly, with how welfare is distributed, 28 and "does not take seriously the distinction between persons." 29 Extending this critique of aggregate welfare as a criterion of distributive justice, Dworkin rejects welfare as a standard for measuring distributional equality, arguing that the concept of "resources" constitutes a better measure for this purpose.
In order to make this argument, Dworkin begins by acknowledging the initial appeal of welfare as a criterion for distributive justice -noting that the concept of welfare was devised "precisely to describe what is fundamental in life rather than what is merely instrumental" whereas "resources are valuable so far as they produce welfare." 30 As a result, he observes:
The basic, immediate appeal of equality of welfare … lies in the idea that welfare is what really matters to people, as distinct from money and goods, which matter to them only instrumentally, so far as these are useful in producing welfare. Equality of welfare proposes, that is, to make people equal in what is fundamentally important to them. 31 Notwithstanding this initial appeal, however, Dworkin makes three arguments against welfare as a suitable metric for equality. 26 Rawls, A Theory of Justice, supra note 2 at 30-31, noti ng that discriminatory preferences are not automatically excluded from utilitari an calculation, even if they are generally denied or suppressed "because they tend to be socially destructive and a greater welfare can be achieved in other ways." 27 Ibid. at 26, expl aining that "there is no reason in principle why the greater gains of some should not compens ate for the lesser losses of others ; or more importantly, why the violation of the liberty of a few might not be made right by the greater good shares by the many. It simply happens that under most conditions, at leas t in a reasonably advanced stage of civilization, the greatest sum of advantages is not attained in this way." 28 Ibid. To the extent that marginal utility diminishes, classical utilitarianism may favour equality in the distribution of resources, though the welfare gain from any redistribution mus t be weighed against the welfare losses resul ting from disincentives to production and the cost of redistribution itself. Importantly, however, equality is not an end in itself, but a (potential) product of utilitarian calculation. 29 Ibid. at 27, explaining that the utilitarian conception of an "imparti al spectator" who aggregates utilities across different persons effectively conflates all persons into one. 30 Dworkin, Sovereign Virtue, supra note 20 at 14. 31 Ibid. at 31.
First, he explains, to the extent that the concept of welfare does not exclude political and impersonal preferences, a concept of distributive justice premised on equality of welfare implies that individuals should be compensated for all such preferences that are not realized -even if these preferences are offensive or unreasonable, such as those attributable to racial prejudice or unrealistic aspirations about some desired state of the world. 32 In contrast, Dworkin argues, in a society that is committed to distributional equality, the conception of equality that is adopted would presumably exclude the satisfaction of offensive and unreasonable political and impersonal preferences -thereby precluding any compensation for unrealized preferences of this sort. 33 More importantly, he adds, since an unrestricted conception of welfare cannot account for this result, it is necessary to rely on some independent theory of distributive justice for this purpose. 34 Second, he continues, even if the concept of welfare is limited to purely personal preferences, equality of welfare would require a society to allocate relatively more resources to individuals with expensive tastes that are costly to satisfy and expansive goals that are difficult to realize, than to other individuals with more modest tastes and limited ambitions -even if these expensive tastes and expansive goals are deliberately cultivated. 35 These "troubling counterexamples", Dworkin argues, "are embarrassing for the theory that equality means equality of welfare precisely because we believe that equality … condemns rather than recommends compensating for deliberately cultivated expensive tastes." 36 32 Ibid. at 21-28. 33 See, e.g., ibid. at 23, referring to offensive political preferences: "a good society is one that treats the conception of equality that society endorses, not simply as a preference some people might have, and therefor as a source of fulfilment others might be denied who should then be compensated in other ways, but as a matter of justice that should be accepted by ev eryone because it is ri ght. Such a society will not compensate people for having preferences that its fundamental political institutions declare it is wrong for them to have." 34 Ibid. at 25 (characterizing success-based conceptions of equality of welfare that admit "sound" political preferences as "an empty ideal, useful only when it rubber -stamps a distribution already and independently shown to be just through some more restricted conception of equality of success or through some other political ideal altogether"); and 27 (observing that "we … need an independent theory about when an impersonal preference is reasonable or when i t is reasonable to compensate for one"). 35 Ibid. at 14-15 (concluding that "most peopl e would resist the conclusion that thos e who hav e expensive tas tes are, fore that reason, entitled to a larger share than others") and 31 (explaini ng that an interpretation of equality of welfare based on each individual's rel ative success in achi eving life goals implied distributing much less to those with limited ambi tions and much more to those with "almost impossible goals"). This objection appears to be based on a similar objection to welfarebased conceptions of distributive jus tice in John Rawls, "Social Unity and Primary Goods," in Amartya Sen and Bernard Williams, Utilitarianism and Beyond, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982) at 168-69. 36 Ibid. at 48 and 55. Although Dworkin's objection in this passage is limited to compensation for "deliberately cultivated expensive tas tes", Dworkin maintains that equality of resources would deny compens ation for all expensive tastes and ambitions (except "cravings so severe and disabling as to fall under the category of mental disease") on the grounds that the pursuit of one's tastes and ambitions is ultimately a matter of choice for which i ndividuals should be held responsible, rather than a consequence of thei r circumstances for which compensation is due. Ibid. at 82-83. For a Finally, and more generally, Dworkin argues that the concept of "welfare" is itself is so abstract and ambiguous that it is impossible to assess its merits for a theory of distributive justice until "a particular understanding or conception of welfare is specified" -at which point the ideal invariably loses "whatever appeal it might have had." 37 If "welfare" is understood in classical utilitarian fashion as an excess of pleasure over pain or more broadly as "enjoyment" over "dissatisfaction", 38 for example, an obvious objection to the concept is that people differ in the extent to which they regard pleasure or enjoyment as essential to a good or successful life. 39 On the contrary, Dworkin maintains: most of us … are dedicated to something whose value to us is not exhausted or captured in the enjoyment its realization will bring, and some are dedicated to more things in that way, or more strongly dedicated, than others. Even when we do enjoy what we have or have done, we often enjoy it because we think it valuable, not vice versa. And we sometimes choose … a life that we believe will bring less enjoyment because it is in other ways a better life to lead. 40 For this reason, what Dworkin calls "conscious-state" theories of welfare do not correspond to the standards by which most people govern their own lives, making it a questionable metric for a conception of equality and a theory of distributive justice. 41 critical response to this conclusion, see G.A. Cohen, "On the Currency of Egalitarian Jus tice" (1989), 99 Ethics 906-944 at 916-934, argui ng that the problem of expensive tastes is less a matter of individual choice than a cons equence of market supply and demand that render one's tastes expensive, so that the problem of involuntary expensive tastes also a matter of "brute back luck" for which an egalitarian conception of distributive jus tice should provide compensation. See also G.A. Cohen, "Expensive Taste Rides Again" in Justi ne Burley, ed., Dworkin and His Critics, (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing Ltd., 2004) 3-39, and Dworki n's respons e to Cohen, see Ronald Dworki n, "Ronald Dworkin Replies" in ibid., 339-95 at 339-50. For the purpose of this article, it is not necessary to address this debate, since the argument agains t welfare as a metric of distributional equality is effectively made on the basis of deliberately cultivated expensive tastes, on which Cohen and Dworkin agree. 37 Dworkin, Sovereign Virtue, supra note 20 at 285; and Dworki n, "Ronald Dworkin Replies" supra note 36 at 340. 38 Dworkin, Sovereign Virtue, supra note 20 at 18, explai ning that these terms encompass "the full range of desirable and undesirable conscious states or emotions that any version of a conscious -state conception of equality of welfare might suppose to matter." 39 Ibid. at 42-43, noting that "peopl e differ in the importance each attaches to enjoyment" and that "almost no one pursues only enjoyment or will make any l arge sacrifice of anything else he values to avoid a small amount of pain." See also Dworkin, "Ronald Dworkin Replies" supra note 36 at 340: "Very few people think that pleasure is all that matters in an overall worthwhile or s uccessful life, and even those who think pleasure matters to some important degree disagree about that degree." 40 Dworkin, Sovereign Virtue, supra note 20 at 43. 41 Ibid. at 44, concluding that a conception of equality based on pleasure or enjoyment is "an unattractive theory in a society in which many if not most peopl e reject that conception, and some reject it as alien to their most profound beliefs about the goodness of their own lives." Alternatively, if "welfare" is understood more plausibly as a matter of a person's "success in fulfilling his [or her] preferences, goals, and ambitions," 42 it is vulnerable to another objection -regardless of whether the concept of "success" is understood by reference to the preferences, goals and ambitions that people set for themselves ("relative success") or by reference to more general judgments that people make regarding the value of their lives ("overall success"). 43 Since reasonable people necessarily define their preferences, goals and ambitions and assess the value of their lives "against a background of assumptions about the rough type and quantity of resources they will have available with which to lead different sorts of lives," 44 a theory of distributive justice must first determine the resources to which people are entitled before it can properly assess either their relative success in achieving their preferences, goals or ambitions or their overall success in leading a valuable life. 45 For this reason, Dworkin concludes, success theories of welfare are no better than conscious-state theories of welfare as a standard for measuring distributional equality and "cannot be used to justify or constitute a theory of fair distribution." 46 Although critics of Dworkin have sought to reassert welfare as a metric for distributive justice, 47 these objections fail to articulate a specific meaning of welfare, 48 and remain vulnerable to Dworkin's objections that they do not correspond to the pluralistic standards by which people lead their lives, do not provide an adequate account of equality as a limitation on the recognition of individual preferences, and do not adequately recognize the role of individual responsibility as a criterion for assessing the justice of distributive outcomes. As the following section explains, principles of equality and individual responsibility are at the core of Dworkin's conception of distributive justice, distinguishing his theory not only from welfare-based approaches but also from Rawls. 42 Ibid. at 17. See also ibid. at 28, describing this conception of welfare as a "plausible theory of philosophical psychology," which "supposes that people are active agents who distinguish between success or failure in making the choices and decisions open to them personally, on the one hand, and thei r overall approval or disapproval of the world i n general, on the other, and seek to make their own lives as v aluabl e as possible according to their own conception of what makes a life better or worse, while recognizing, perhaps, moral constraints on the pursuit of that goal and competing goals taken from their impersonal preferences." 43 Ibid. at 28-42. 44 Ibid. at 28. 45 Ibid. at 29 (identifying a "fatal circle" in any attempt to justify a fair distribution of resources based on a theory of welfare premised on relative success); and 39 (stating that "a concept of overall success … must include, in i ts description of equality of overall success, assumptions about what a fair distribution would be"). 46 Ibid. at 39. Although this statement refers specifically to theori es of welfare premised on overall success, the same criticism also applies to theories of welfare premised on relative success. 47 48 See, e.g., ibid. at 501, admitting that "a particular welfare-based theory of jus tice … is beyond the scope of this essay."
B. Resources, Ethical Individualism, and Distributive Justice
Having criticized welfare as a standard for measuring distributional equality, Dworkin introduces the concept of resources as an alternative criterion for this purpose. Unlike welfare, he explains, which reduces all values and preferences to a single conception of well-being that may not be universally shared, resources constitute the means through which people are able to pursue their own endsmaking it a more suitable metric for distributional equality in a liberal society which generally assumes not only that "people differ, sometimes radically, in their opinions about what makes their lives go overall better or worse," but also that "people should govern their lives according to their own convictions on that matter." 49 By resources, Dworkin generally means impersonal marketable resources that individuals may privately own and exchange 50 -though this is not always clear in Dworkin's work, since he also refers to various "personal qualities" such as "strength, talent, character, and ambition" as other "categories of resour ce." 51 Although these personal qualities enter into his theory of distributive justice, however, they do so, as he emphasizes, "in different ways" 52 -not as resources that are themselves the objects of distribution in accordance with equality of resources, but as factors that may (or may not) affect the meaning of an equal distribution. 53 As a result, Dworkin explains, the problem for his theory of distributive justice is "one of determining how far the ownership of independent material resources should be affected" by differences in personal qualities. 54 49 Dworkin, "Ronald Dworkin Replies" supra note 36 at 340-41. 50 Dworkin, Sovereign Virtue, supra note 20 at 65, stating that equality of resources is "a matter of equality in whatever resources are owned privately by individuals ." Although emphasizing (at 65) that "[p]rivate ownership is not a singl e, unique relationship between a person and a materi al resource, but an open-textured relationship many aspects of which must be fixed politically," Dworkin sets thes e questions aside for the purpose of his argument, assuming (at 65 -66) that "the general dimensions of ownership are sufficiently well-unders tood that the question of what pattern of private ownership constitutes an equal division of private resources can be discussed independently of these complications." 51 Ibid. at 286, emphasizing a "crucial distinction within the broad category of personal qualiti es … between a person's personality, understood in the broad sens e to include his [or her] character, convictions, preferences, motives, tas tes and ambitions, on the one hand, and his [or her] personal resources of health, strength, and talent on the other." 52 Ibid. 53 Ibid. at 80: "Though powers are resources, they should not be considered resources whos e ownership is to be determined … in accordance with some interpretation of equality of resources. They are not, that is, resources for the theory of equality in exactly the sense in which ordi nary material resources are." In this respect, Dworkin's theory differs from that of John Rawls, who regards natural talents as "a common asset" the benefits of which are shared wi th the least well off by virtue of his difference principl e. Rawls, A Theory of Justice, supra note 2 at 101, and 179, describing "the distribution of natural abilities as a collective asset" from which the more fortunate" may benefit "only in ways that hep those who have lost out." 54 Dworkin, Sovereign Virtue, supra note 20 at 80.
For this purpose, Dworkin relies on two principles of what he calls "ethical individualism": (1) a principle of "equal importance" that requires any political community that exercises dominion over and demands allegiance from its citizens to treat them with equal concern; and (2) a principle of "special responsibility" that regards individuals as having a particular responsibility for the choices that shape their lives. 55 While the first principle "requires government to adopt laws and policies that insure that its citizen's fates are, so far as government can achieve this, insensitive to who they otherwise are -their economic backgrounds, gender, race, or particular sets of skills and handicaps," the second principle "demands that government work, again so far as it can achieve this, to make their fates sensitive to the choices that they have made." 56 Together, these principles define a conception of distributive justice that distinguishes between a person's circumstances and their choices, making the justice of distributive outcomes as insensitive as possible to people's circumstances and as sensitive as possible to their choices. 57 While the distinction between a person's circumstances and their choices is not always easy, Dworkin's approach relies on ordinary ethical judgments that normally distinguish between chance and choice in making assignments of consequential responsibility, 58 and typically regard individuals as responsible for their own personalities in the sense that they identify with the various convictions, preferences, tastes and ambitions that comprise their personalities and regard the decisions that they make as their own choices rather than matters of good or bad luck. 59 On this basis, Dworkin generally understands a person's circumstances to include factors that are completely beyond a person's control (such as genetic endowments as well as other fortuitous circumstances that Dworkin labels "brute luck" 60 ), and a person's choices to include attributes and actions to which it is reasonable to assign individual responsibility (which generally include the various elements that comprise a person's personality, 61 as well as deliberate decisions to 55 Ibid. at 5-6. 56 Ibid. at 6. 57 Ibid. at 287, expl aining that -"i ndividuals should be relieved of cons equential res ponsibility for those unfortunate features of their situation that are brute bad luck, but not from those that should be seen as flowing from their own choices." 58 Ibid., observing that: "We distinguish, for a thous and reasons, between what part of our fate is open to assignments of responsibility, because it is the upshot of someone's choice, and what part is ineligible for any such assignment because it is the work not of people but of nature or brute luck." 59 Ibid. at 290. To the extent that this is not the case, Dworki n maintains, these attributes of one's personality are best regarded as addictions or obs essions "that we wish we did not have, and struggle to conquer or dispel." Ibid. at 293.assume known risks, which Dworkin calls "option luck" 62 ). As a result, although acknowledging that people's choices are not "causally independent of their culture, history and circumstance," 63 nor of unchosen "convictions, ambitions, and tastes that influence their choices," 64 Dworkin concludes that concepts of individual choice and responsibility are crucial to "a political morality that makes sense in terms ofand of -each citizen's internal practices of moral and ethical criticism, including self-criticism." 65 In this respect, equality of resources differs not only from welfarist conceptions of distributive justice, but also from the political liberalism of John Rawls -whose principles of justice are derived from a hypothetical social contract entered into in an "original position of equality" behind a "veil of ignorance" that shields the contracting parties not only from knowledge of their "place in society," but also of their "natural assets and abilities" and their "conceptions of the good" and their "special psychological propensities." 66 From this perspective, Rawls argues, the attributes and actions that define a person's choices are regarded as morally arbitrary, 67 so that agreed upon principles of justice define only "the basic structure of society" 68 rather than individual entitlements to distributive shares -which Rawls conceptualizes not as rights in any foundational sense but instead as "legitimate expectations" for "those who, with the prospect of improving their condition, have done what the system announces that it will reward." 69 In contrast to this approach, Dworkin emphasizes that his theory of distributive justice does not attempt "to insulate political morality from ethical assumptions and controversies about the character of a good life," but seeks its support in "the more general ethical values to which it appeals" 70 including the distinction between a person's circumstances and their choices. On this basis, he explains, equality of resources "defines a relation among citizens that is 62 Ibid. at 73, defining "option luck" as "a matter of how deliberate and calculated gambles turn outwhether someone gains or loses through accepting an isolated risk he or she should have anticipated and might have declined." 63 Ronald Dworkin, "Sovereign Virtue Revisited" (2002), 113 Ethics 106 at 107. 64 Ibid. See also ibid. at 118, at 118, explaining that, although one may not choos e one's "basic convictions, tastes, and preferences" one may "choose to act in one way or another given the[se] convictions, tastes and preferences." 65 Ibid. at 107, adding that: "Equality of resources rejects strict metaphysical determinism. But we all reject determinism, all the time, and it is impossible to imagine how we would live if we did not." 66 Rawls, A Theory of Justice, supra note 2 at 12. 67 Ibid. at 312, arguing not only that "the initi al endowment of natural assets and the contingencies of thei r growth and nurture in early life are arbitrary from a moral point of view," but also that "the effort that a person is willing to make" is also morally arbitrary since "the effort that a person is willing to make is influenced by his natural abilities and skills and the alternatives open to him." 68 Ibid. at 7. 69 Ibid. at 103. See also ibid. at 310-315, distinguishing between "legitimate expectations" to "claims" that are "defined by publicly recognized rules" and entitlements based on "moral desert". 70 Dworkin, Sovereign Virtue, supra note 20 at 5. individualized for each" -determining "what they are, as individuals, entitled to have" as "a matter of individual right rather than one of group position." 71 While one might question the extent to which it is reasonable to attribute any particular distributive outcome to good or bad fortune rather than individual responsibility, the Rawlsian view that individual choices and actions have no normative significance for distributive justice is deeply problematic given the ethical distinction between chance and choice that is ordinarily made in assignments of consequential responsibility. For this reason, Dworkin's theory of distributive justice constitutes a valuable improvement on Rawls' difference principle, which is insufficiently attentive to individual rights and responsibilities. Although classical libertarians have criticized the difference principle on similar grounds, 72 the following section explains how Dworkin's emphasis on equality as a criterion for distributive differentiates his approach from classical libertarianism.
C. Equality of Resources: Original Acquisition and Subsequent Redistribution
While Dworkin's theory of distributive justice includes a principle of individual responsibility for the consequences of one's choices, it also affirms a conception of equality in the distribution of resources. In order to reconcile these two values, which are often seen as mutually inconsistent, Dworkin relies on the idea of "an economic market of some form" as both "an analytical device" and "an actual political institution." 73 Although Dworkin notes that the market is often regarded as "the enemy of equality" and "a necessary condition of individual liberty," 74 equality of resources is designed to make the market serve both objectives by requiring that people enter the market "on equal terms." 75 In this respect, Dworkin's approach differs sharply from classical libertarianism.
For classical libertarianism, the justice of any distribution in the ownership of property depends not on a "patterned" or "end result" principle such as utility or the difference principle, but instead on the justice of its initial acquisition and the justice of its subsequent transfer. 76 According to John Locke, for example, 77 even if all resources were originally held "in common," 78 individuals could legitimately appropriate these resources without any express agreement based on a right to selfpreservation and entitlement to the fruits of one's labour 79 -subject to a prohibition 71 Ibid. at 114-15. 72 Nozick, supra note 13. 73 Sovereign Virtue, supra note 20 at 66. 74 against the appropriation of resources that spoil before they are used which is overcome through the development of money, 80 and a requirement that "enough, and as good" is "left in common for others" which is effectively satisfied by the productivity of private property. 81 Similarly, Robert Nozick concludes that individuals may acquire ownership of originally "unheld things" so long as private appropriation satisfies a "Lockean proviso" that others are not made worse offwhich is fulfilled by the increased social output and varied employment opportunities that private property creates. 82 In each case, these theories presume that the property rights so acquired include the right to transfer property through exchange or bequest. 83 In contrast to classical libertarianism, Dworkin's concept of original acquisition imagines a division of a society's resources through an auction or other market procedure among members of the society who are assumed to enter into this procedure on equal terms. 84 Through this arrangement, each individual would acquire a bundle of resources based on his or her willingness to pay for these resources compared to the willingness to pay of other individuals -making this opportunity cost the measure of the resources that each individual could justly acquire. 85 Although individuals wanting to acquire relatively expensive resources might regret that these are not less costly, they could not reasonably complain that they have been treated unfairly because the cost of the resources that they choose to acquire would reflect their opportunity cost to society as a whole. 86 In the end, 80 Ibid. at 20-21 and 28 [chap. V, paras. 31-32 and 46-47]. 81 Ibid. at 19, 21-22, and 23-24 [chap. V, paras. 27, 33-34, and 37]. 82 Nozick, supra note 13 at 175-181. 83 See, e.g., Locke, supra note 77 at 39 [chap. VI, para. 72}, referri ng to "the power men generally have to bestow their estates on thos e who please them bes t"; and Nozick, supra note 13 at 178, referring to "a permanent bequeathable property right in a previously unowned thing." 84 Dworkin, Sovereign Virtue, supra note 20 at 66-71, employing the analogy of shipwrecked survivors who are washed up on an island with no indigenous population and abundant natural resources, which they seek to divide equally by allocating an equal number of clamshells to all survivors who can exchange these clams hells for the available resources. Although Dworki n's example assumes that all of the society's resources are subject to private app ropriation (see ibid. at 67, noting that the survivors "do not yet realize … that it might be wise to keep some resources as owned in common by any state they might create"), his theory does not exclude the possibility that some resources might also be held in common. As a result, the theory addresses the only the distribution of privately-owned resources, not the division of resources between public and private ownership. 85 Ibid. at 70, concluding that equality of resources requires people to "decide what sorts of lives to pursue against a background of information about the actual cost their choices impose on other peopl e and hence on the total stock of resources that may fairly be used by them," and emphasizing that "the true measure of the social resourc es devoted to the life of one person is fixed by asking how important, in fact, that resource is for others." 86 Ibid. at 69, arguing that "luck plays a certain role in determi ning how satisfied anyone is with the outcome -against other possibilities he [or she] might envision," but that no one "could … complain that the division of the actual resources … was unequal." In this respect, Dworkin explains: "the contingent facts of raw material and the distribution of tastes are not grounds on which someone might challenge a distribution as unequal. They are rather background facts that determine what equality of resources in these circumstances is." Dworkin concludes, no one would prefer anyone else's bundle of resources to their own, 87 and an equal division of the society's resources -"equality of resources" -would prevail. 88 Once a society's resources have been divided in this manner, of course, people would continue to transfer and exchange resources and would also produce more resources -making different decisions about work and leisure, consumption and savings, gifts and bequests, the development of skills and talents, and the riskiness of investments; obtaining different rates of return from different market activities; and accumulating different resources over time from those originally acquired. 89 Although a "starting-gate theory" of equality would permit subsequent inequalities without any adjustment on the basis that it would be unjust to interfere with the property rights acquired through original acquisition, Dworkin rejects this conclusion on the grounds that equality is no less relevant to the justification of subsequent holdings than it is for the justification of initial holdings, 90 so that any system of property rights established through an equal division of a society's resources should be subject to subsequent adjustment in the name of equality. 91 Having outlined a basic conception of equality of resources for the purpose of original acquisition, therefore, Dworkin must extend the idea to contemplate a "dynamic economy" with production, savings and investment. 92 In order to do so, Dworkin begins by returning to the concept of ethical individualism on which his theory of distributive justice ultimately rests -arguing that a dynamic conception of equality of resources must allow distributive outcomes to vary with people's deliberate choices, while simultaneously protecting them as much as possible against adverse distributional consequences attributable to brute luck. 93 As a result, he explains, equality of resources is not violated if a person obtains more or less resources than others by choosing to work more or less or in 87 Ibid. at 67, expl aining that "once the division is complete" no individual "would prefer someone else's bundle of resources to his [or her] own." 88 Ibid., equati ng the i dea of an equal division of resources wi th the an "envy tes t" requi ring that no one would prefer someone else's bundle of resources to their own. 89 Ibid. at 73, noting that the equality of resources achieved through an original division of a society's resources holds "only for the moment, because if they are l eft alone, once the auction is completed, to produce and trade as they wish, then the envy test will shortly fail." 90 Ibid. at 87-88, argui ng that: "Equality can have no greater force i n justifying initi al equal holdings … -against the competing view that all property should be availabl e for Lockean acquisition at that time -than later in justifying redistributions when weal th becomes unequal because peopl e's productive talents are different." 91 Ibid. at 88, emphasizing that if a system of property rights making "any acquisition subject to schemes of redistribution l ater … is chosen at the outset, then no one can later complain that redistribution is rules out by … property rights alone." 92 Ibid. at 71. 93 Ibid. at 89, arguing that "we must, on pain of violating equality, allow the distribution of resources at any particular moment to be … ambi tion-sensitive" (refl ecting "the cost or benefit to others of the choices people make"), but not "endowment-sensitive" (reflecting "differences in ability of the sort that produce income differences in a laissez-faire economy among people with the same ambitions").
occupations that pay more or less, 94 by deliberately taking or not taking risks, 95 by winning or losing intentional gambles, 96 or by saving rather than spending. 97 Where people's chances to obtain resources are not equally distributed, however, because natural talents differ, 98 inheritances vary, 99 and opportunities to take risks diverge, 100 equality of resources demands that any resulting inequalities be offset. 101 Since it is impossible to eliminate all inequalities attributable to brute luck, however, Dworkin must devise another method to ensure that equality of resources continues to apply over time.
For this purpose, Dworkin draws on the basic conception of equality of resources for an equal division of a society's resources -imagining a market mechanism that all members of society would have been willing to enter into on equal terms in order to offset the effects of brute luck on distributive outcomes. In this respect, Dworkin explains, equality of resources aims to achieve a condition of equality ex ante rather than ex post 102 -making people "equal, so far as this is possible, in the resources with which they face uncertainty" 103 as opposed to the resources they possess "after the uncertainties of risk" have transpired. 104 94 Ibid. at 85, concluding that: "The choice should be indifferent under equality of resources, so long as no one envies the total package of work plus consumption" that each person chooses. 95 Ibid. at 74, explaini ng that: "Some people enjoy, while others hate, risks; but this particular difference in personality is comprehended in a more general difference between the kinds of lives that different people wish to lead…. We hav e already decided that people should pay the price of the life that they have decided to lead, measured in what others give up in order that they can do so. That was the point of the auction as a device to es tablish initi al equality of resources. But the price of a safe life, measured in this way, is precisely foregoing any chance of the gains whose prospect induces others to gamble. So we have no reason to object, against the background of our earlier decisions, to a result in which those who decline to gamble have less than some of those who do not. 96 Ibid. at 74-75, emphasizing that "the effect of redistribution from winners to losers in gambles would be to deprive both of the lives they prefer." 97 Ibid. at 479, note 8, arguing that: "Someone's decision to spend rather than save what he has earned is precisely the kind of decision whose impact should be determi ned by the market uncorrected for tax under this analysis." 98 Ibid. at 91, disti nguishing between "the effects of differential talents" and "the consequences of … choosing an occupation" in response to one's sense of what one wants to do with one's life. 99 Ibid. at 347, observing that "the situation and properties of one's parents or relatives are as much a matter of luck … as one's own physical powers." 100 Ibid. at 76, noting that "the argument in favor of allowing differences in option luck to affect income and wealth assumes that ev eryone has in principle the same gambles available to him [or her]." 101 See, e.g., ibid. at 91, referring to "a scheme of redistribution, so far as we are able, that will neutralize the effects of differential talents". 102 Dworkin, "Sovereign Virtue Revisited" supra note 63 at 120-22. 103 Ibid. at 107. 104 Ibid. at 121. See also Dworkin, Sovereign Virtue, supra note 20 at 81, explaining in the context of mental and physical disabilities that his approach "does not right the balance -nothi ng can -i t seeks to remedy one aspect of the resulti ng unfairness"; and at 104, noting in the context of individuals with skills and talents that command low economic returns that his approach "aims to put such peopl e in the position they would have been in had the risk of their fate been subjectively equally shared. But it does not make them as well-off in the end as those whose talents are in more demand, or as those with similar talents lucky enough to find more profi table employment." Al though According to Dworkin, this market mechanism is best represented by a hypothetical insurance arrangement in which individuals who are presumed not to know the economic returns that their skills and talents will command (and are therefore equally-situated in this respect) would purchase insurance against the risk of low returns, 105 and individuals who are presumed not to know what if any inheritance they might receive would purchase insurance against the risk of "bad inheritance luck". 106 Although recognizing that the type and level of insurance that individuals would acquire in this hypothetical arrangement is somewhat "speculative", 107 Dworkin identifies four features that are broadly consistent with those of actual insurance markets.
First, since the administration of any insurance arrangement is not costless and the costs of insurance benefits and insurance administration mus t be funded from premiums that reduce the resources available to those paying these premiums, it is reasonable to assume that coverage would extend only to relatively substantial and low probability risks for which the expected welfare losses exceed the we lfare losses attributable to the payment of relatively small but certain premiums. 108 For this reason, Dworkin explains, "the lower the income level chosen as the covered risk, the better the argument becomes that most people given the chance to buy insurance on equal terms would in fact buy at that level." 109 Although Dworkin does not specify precisely what this income level might be, he suggests that "[t]he argument becomes compelling … well above the level of income presently used to Dworkin's approach is designed to provide ex post compens ation based on a presumed state of ex ante equality, equality of resources might also enhance actual equality ex ante, for exampl e through educational programs designed to minimize the effects of natural talents and class backgrounds on economic opportunities. Dworkin appears to contemplate this kind of ex ante approach to equality of resources, sugges ting that "an egalitarian society ought, just in the name of equality, to devote special resources to training those whose talents, as things fall out, place them lower on the income scal e," but does not address this issue in any detail on the basis that this "is part of the l arger question of an egalitarian theory of education, which I have not even attempted to take up here." Ibid. at 108. 105 Ibid. at 73-109, explaining (at 94) that the hypothetical insurance arrangement need not assume that "people are wholly ignorant of what talents they have, but rather, that for some other reason they do not have any sound basis for predicting … what income the talents they do have can produce, or even whether the economic situation will be such that these talents will find any employment." See also ibid. at 77, suggesti ng that "the idea of a market in ins urance provides a counterfactual guide" through which equality of resources might address income disparities at tributable to mental and physical disabilities. 106 Ibid. at 347. 107 Ibid. at 79. 108 Ibid. at 97-98, emphasizing that in "the normal case of insurance, … people i ncur a small certain loss to prevent an unlikely grate loss whose marginal utility costs are serious enough to justify a financially disadvantageous trans action." Although Dworki n's analysis on this point draws on the notion of welfare and the principle of diminishing marginal utility, it does so in a very different way than welfare-based conceptions of distributive jus tice -as an account of the kinds of insurance that equally-situated individuals would acquire rather than an independent measure of the justice of distributive outcomes. For a more detailed discussion of the relations hip between i ns urance and utility in Dworkin's theory, see Dworkin, "Sovereign Virtue Revisited" supra note 63 at 129-36. 109 Ibid. at 97. trigger transfer payments for unemployment or minimum wage levels in either Britain or the United States." 110 Second, since individuals are much less likely to insure against losses for which they are personally responsible than losses for which they are not responsible (and insurers are reluctant to insure losses for which individuals are personally responsible given the problem of "moral hazard" whereby the availability of insurance encourages more and larger claims), the kinds of risks that this hypothetical insurance arrangement would be expected to cover are those that are attributable primarily to the brute luck that determines a person's circumstances rather than the attributes and actions that define their choices (including the deliberate assumption of known risks). For this reason, Dworkin suggests, a dynamic conception of equality of resources would provide health and income insurance for individuals who experience an illness or disability for which they are not responsible and against which they could not insure, but not for illnesses and disabilities that are primarily attributable to their own actions or against which they could have insured if insurance were available on equal terms. 111 For the same reason, equality of resources would generally provide insurance for individuals with skills and talents that command low economic returns, 112 though presumably not where these low returns are clearly attributable to an individual's deliberate decision to pursue less remunerative activities. 113 In addition, Dworkin maintains, equality of resources would not provide insurance against losses resulting from 110 Ibid. For a more detailed exami nation, see Daniel Markovits, "How Much Redistribution Should There Be?" (2003), 112 Yale L.J. 2291 at 2305-2313, concluding that "peopl e would insure only up to talent levels that fall significantly -more than 25% -below the mean." 111 Ibid. at 73-74, distinguishing between someone who "develops cancer in the course of a normal life" where "there is no particular decision to which we can point as a gamble risking the disease" and someone who "smoked cigarettes heavily"; and at 77, arguing that "the bare idea of equality of resources, apart from any paternalistic additions, would not argue for redistri bution from the person who had insured to the person who had not if, horribly, they were both blinded i n the same accident." Although Dworkin is not clear on the rel ationship between paternalistic concerns and equality of resources, the reference to "paternalistic additions" in this passage suggests that these considerations can be integrated with his idea of equality of resources -for example, by imagi ning what additional insurance an individual might have acquired in a hypothetical position of equality if cognizant of the distribution of persons who do and do not purchase accident insurance. 112 Ibid. at 92-99. 113 Although Dworki n is not explicit on this point, this conclusion is consistent with his analysis of personal tastes more generally -which he attributes to a person's choices rather than their circumstances, notwi thstanding that the cost to satisfy thes e tas tes is attributable to "the contingent facts of raw material and the distribution of tastes." Ibid. at 69 and 83, concluding that it is "unlikely" that individuals would purchase insurance against the risk of costly preferences "except in the case of cravings so sev ere and disabling as to fall under the category of mental disease." See also Dworki n, "Sovereign Virtue Revisited" supra note 63 at 119, explaini ng that equality of resources "draws an important distinction between people's physical, material, and economic circumstances, on the one hand, and their ambitions and tas tes on the other. People are in principl e entitled to compensation, measured by a hypothetical insurance calculation, when their resources and opportunities are low in virtue of some disadvantage or handicap in the former circumstances, but not when they are low because the choices they have made out of the latter properti es are expensive meas ured by the opportunity costs to other people of those choices." risks and gambles that people voluntarily assume, 114 though he also suggests that "paternalistic reasons" might justify "limiting how much any individual may risk." 115 In contrast, he argues, equality of resources would provide insurance against the risk of receiving little or no inheritance, the prospect of which depends more on the luck of one's birth than one's own actions. 116 Third, because it is often difficult to distinguish between economic outcomes for which an individual is primarily responsible and economic outcomes that are primarily attributable to brute luck, the coverage that a hypothetical insurance arrangement would provide might be expected to include common features of standard insurance contracts that are designed to reduce moral hazard -such as coinsurance that limits the amount of benefits paid to a percentage of a claimant's losses, 117 and a requirement that claimants prove their losses. 118 Coverage levels might also differ based on the extent to which it is possible to differentiate categories of claims for which the risk of moral hazard varies -with higher coverage for losses for which individuals are less likely to bear any responsibility and lower coverage for losses for which individuals are more likely to bear some responsibility.
Finally, and most significantly for the purpose of this article, Dworkin argues that the premiums under the hypothetical insurance arrangements that he contemplates would likely be measured as "an increasing percentage of the income the policy owner turns out to earn" in the case of insurance against the risk of a low income, 119 and "a steeply progressive rate" in the case of inheritances. 120 Since insurers would be able to offer a higher level of coverage by charging higher premiums, and individuals would have reason to purchase this insurance if it increased their expected welfare, the principle of diminishing marginal utility suggests that equally-situated individuals who are presumed not to know what they would earn or inherit would prefer to buy insurance with premiums that are an 114 Ibid. at 74-75, arguing that "the possibility of loss was … the fai r price of the possibility of gain" and concluding that "the effect of redistribution from wi nners to losers in gambl es would be to deprive both of lives they prefer." 115 Ibid. Although Dworkin does not appear to contemplate the possibility, one way to limit the amount that any i ndividual may risk is to provide some kind of compens ation in the event of loss espres umably on the basis of the s ame paternalistic considerations that mi ght jus tify limits on how much any individual might risk. As explained earlier, these paternalistic considerations might reasonably be integrated wi th what Dworkin calls "the bare idea of equality of resources" by imagining what addi tional insurance individuals might have acquired in a hypothetical insurance market if cognizant of the risks of various losses. Supra note 111. 116 Ibid. at 346-49. 117 Ibid. at 101. Other common features might include deductibles that limit benefits to losses exceeding a minimum threshold (as is often the case with employment and disability insurance), and caps that limit the maximum amount of any benefit. 118 Ibid. at 101-02, adding that proof of a loss would be "easily provided" at lower levels "by failed attempts to find employment or by evidence of less than average general physical and mental abilities, and so forth." 119 Ibid. at 100. 120 Ibid. at 348. increasing function of their income or inheritances. 121 In each case, therefore, the concept of a hypothetical insurance market constitutes the basis for redistributive taxes, conceptualized as "premiums" that equally-situated individuals would agree to pay.
Although one might question the emphasis that equality of resources places on ex ante equality over ex post outcomes, the extent to which brute luck can be distinguished from option luck, and the types of insurance that equally-situated individuals might reasonably be expected to purchase in a hypothetical insurance market, 122 Dworkin's ideas of original acquisition and subsequent redistribution represent compelling alternatives to classical libertarianism, affirming a conception of equality as essential to a theory of justice not only for the original acquisition of resources but also for their subsequent distribution. The remainder of this article considers the implications of Dworkin's theory for redistributive taxation.
III. Practice
As a legal and political philosopher, not a tax scholar, it is not surprising that Dworkin's comments on redistributive taxation are limited and basic -emphasizing primarily the conceptual rule of these taxes in a society committed to equality of resources as "premiums" that equally-situated individuals would have been willing to pay to insure against the risks of illness, disability or low market returns, and the risk that they might receive little or no inheritance.
The following sections build on Dworkin's account of redistributive taxation, considering the implications of his theory for the kinds of taxes that a society should levy in order to promote equality of resources, as well as the design of these taxes. The first section considers the form of a personal tax to insure against illness, disability and low market returns, and the second examines the design of a tax to insure against little or no inheritance.
A. Personal Taxation
With respect to personal taxation, tax policy analysts generally contemplate three different kinds of taxes, which apply to different tax bases: (1) income taxation, which applies to revenue less expenses over a period of time, typically a year, and in 121 Ibid. at 100-101, referring specifically to insurance against a low income. 122 See, e.g., Michael Otsuka, "Luck, Insurance and Equality" (2002), 113 Ethics 40-54 at 50, arguing that Dworkin's ex ante approach fails to reconcile equality of resources with inequalities that arise ex post; and Elizabeth Anderson, "How Should Egalitarians Cope with Market Risks?" (2008), 9 Theoretical Inquiries in Law 239-270, arguing that an egalitari an conception of distributive justice requires constraints on distributive shares that markets may generate. To the extent that Dworki n's concept of a hypothetical insurance market can incorporate paternalistic considerations and provide insurance against the risk of inhabiti ng a society characterized by extreme inequalities, it may be possible to incorporate these concerns within an expanded conception of equality of resources.
principle includes all income from labour and capital 123 ; (2) consumption or expenditure taxation, which also applies to revenue less expenses over a period of time, but excludes all income that is saved during this period rather than spent 124 ; and (3) wealth taxation, which generally applies to the aggregate value of a person's assets less liabilities at a particular time such as the end of a taxation year. 125 To this traditional trio of personal tax bases, tax theorists have also added ability or endowment taxation, which would in principle apply to a person's income-earning ability, irrespective of the amount of income that the person actually earns. 126 Beginning with income taxation, proponents generally extol the fairness of this tax base, which in principle applies comprehensively to all categories of income, and is often said to provide the most equitable measure of each person's "ability to pay" tax. 127 Although many arguments for the taxation of personal income are explicitly welfarist, viewing the concepts of income and ability to pay as substitutes or surrogates for individual welfare or utility, 128 some rely on non-welfarist 123 This description emphasizes the source of the income, which generally corres ponds to the concept of income in source-based income tax regimes like those in Canada and the United Kingdom. In contrast to this source concept of income, much U.S. tax policy analysis refers to the comprehensive concept of income propos ed by Henry Simons, which defines income in terms of its uses for consumption or saving. , 1955) . Alternatively, a yield-exemption consumption tax would exempt all capital income from tax, making this form of consumption tax equivalent to a so-called wage tax that would apply exclusively to l abour income. See, e.g. D avid Bradford, Untangling the Income Tax, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1986) at 89-94. Although these authors generally assume that the yield-exemption approach is equivalent to the cash-flow approach, this equivalence holds only if several assumptions apply, including that inves tment returns are certai n, taxpay ers can borrow and l end unlimited amounts at a risk-free rate, and that tax rates are not progressive and remain constant over time -assumptions that are unlikely to be s atisfied in practice. See, e.g., Michael J. Graetz, "Implementing a Progressive Consumption Tax 126 See, e.g., Lawrence Zelenak, "Taxi ng Endowment" (2006), 55 Duke L.J. 1145 at 1145, explaining that the i dea was proposed by the firs t president of the American Economic Association in 1888, who argued that "a facul ty tax consti tutes the only theoretically just form of taxation, men being required to serve the state in the degree i n which they have ability to serve themselves." Francis A. Walker, "The Bases of Taxation" (1888), 3 Po l. Sci. Q. 1 at 15. Al though it is widely recognized that a tax on earning ability would be impossible to administer, ability or endowment might nonetheless be regarded as an ideal to which an actual tax system should aspire in various ways. 127 See, e.g., Alan Gunn, "The Case for an Income Tax" (1979), 46 U. Chi. L. Rev. 370. 128 See, e.g., Richard Goode, "The Economic Definition of Income" in Joseph A. Pechman, Comprehensive Income Taxation, (Washington, D.C.: The Brooki ngs Institution, 1977) 1 at 9, arguing that "the income tax is superior in pri nciple to the expenditure tax … because income is generally a better index of ability to pay than is consumption"; and Robert Murray Hai g, "T he Concept of Income -Economic and Legal Aspects," in R.M. Haig, The Federal Income Tax, (New York: Columbia conceptions of distributive justice which regard personal income taxation as the legitimate assertion of a social claim to a share of all output based on "the role of fortuity in income distribution and the dependence of producers on consumers and other producers to create value in our society." 129 The latter rationale is obviously more compatible with equality of resources than the former.
For those favouring personal consumption or expenditure taxation, on the other hand, tax fairness is best measured by reference to the resources that one consumes during a taxable period, rather than the income that one earns during any period (which may be spent on current consumption or saved in order to finance future consumption) -on the grounds either that individual welfare ultimately depends on personal consumption rather than income, 130 or that judgements about legitimate distributive shares properly concern the resources that one withdraws from society through personal consumption rather than the resources to which one is entitled by virtue of one's labour and investment. 131 Consumption tax advocates also challenge the fairness of the income tax, arguing that it discriminates against persons who choose to save rather than spend 132 -differentiating between individuals who are equally situated ex ante based solely on their preference for future consumption over current consumption, 133 and imposing a "double tax" on saving by taxing the returns that compensate savers for deferred consumption. 134 On these grounds, proponents argue, a personal consumption or expenditure tax is both fairer and more efficient than a personal income tax. 135 As with the taxation of personal income, therefore, arguments for personal consumption or expenditure taxation invoke both welfarist and non-welfarist conceptions of distributive justice. This is also the case with arguments for personal wealth taxation and ability or endowment taxation. The former, for example, is defended both on the welfarist grounds that wealth confers a form of ability to pay that is not recognized in most measures of income or consumption, 136 and on the non-welfarist basis that wealth taxation can curb extreme concentrations of wealth which can threaten democratic institutions, social stability and economic growth and prosperity. 137 The latter is similarly supported on the welfarist basis that earning ability corresponds more closely to individual welfare than income, consumption or wealth, 138 and the nonwelfarist basis that earning ability is a better measure of unjustified economic inequality than proxies such as income, consumption or wealth -which reflect the combined effect of one's ability or endowment and one's choices regarding work or leisure and savings or consumption. 139 With its emphasis on ex ante equality and its reliance on a principle of ethical individualism that distinguishes a person's choices from their circumstances, one might have expected that equality of resources would regard a consumption or expenditure tax or an ability or endowment tax as the ideal tax base for personal taxation. Indeed, Dworkin's conclusion that equality of resources is not violated if a person obtains more or less resources than others by deliberately taking or not taking risks, by winning or losing intentional gambles, or by saving rather than spending, 140 would appear to support consumption or expenditure taxation as an ideal tax base, while his insistence that equality of resources allows the distribution of resources to be "ambition-sensitive" but not "endowment-sensitive" 141 seems to support ability or endowment taxation as an ideal tax base. Not surprisingly, therefore, advocates of each of these tax bases have referred to Dworkin for support. 142 In fact, however, Dworkin rejects endowment, consumption and wealth as ideal tax bases for redistributive taxation and explicitly endorses the income tax for this purpose. 143 Regarding endowment, Dworkin objects that talents and ambitions are "too closely intertwined" to differentiate for tax purposes, 144 and that requiring people to pay for their talents would require those with high earning abilities to "purchase leisure time or the right to a less productive occupation at the cost of other resources" -violating equality of resources by causing those whose skills and talents command the highest economic returns to envy those whose earnings abilities are less. 145 Consumption and wealth, on the other hand, are rejected on the grounds that the former would exclude investment returns which are presumed to reflect more than "preferences for later consumption," 146 while the latter would impose an additional burden on income that a person chooses to save rather than spend. 147 Although welfarists are generally sympathetic to the idea of ability or endowment taxation on the grounds that it would eliminate tax disincentives to work, 148 most liberal-egalitarians share Dworkin's aversion to this tax base on the grounds that a tax on earning abilities would force those whose skills and talents command the highest economic returns to engage in these pursuits for a period of time in order to pay the tax -interfering with their freedom to conduct their lives as they choose within a framework of equal justice. 149 As others have observed, however, if liberal-egalitarians consider it acceptable for a tax system to require people to work longer hours or in particular occupations in order to obtain sufficient after-tax income in order to satisfy their consumption preferences, 150 it is not clear why it is unacceptable for a tax system to require people to work at least some hours in some occupations in order to satisfy the requirements of a redistributive tax. 151 While an answer may lie in a distinction between market returns that are realized though social interaction and potential returns that are not realized through market exchanges, this argument requires further elaboration. 152 Even if ability or endowment taxation is considered normatively indefensible (and administratively infeasible), however, it might be possible to imagine specific features of a tax and transfer system that might aim to track Dworkin's distinction between a person's ambitions and their endowments in ways that are both administratively feasible and normatively acceptable. 153 Public health insurance, for example, arguably redistributes along one dimension of endowment by transferring resources from the healthy to the sick, 154 as do disability support programs which transfer resources from the "able" to the "disabled". The same may also be said of public pension plans, which redistribute resources from "the short-lived to the longlived." 155 Others have proposed endowment-related taxes that would vary according to average parental income during childhood, 156 or Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores achieved in high school 157 -though these approaches might well raise the same concerns about "talent slavery" that motivate liberal-egalitarian concerns about ability or endowment as an ideal tax base. More appealing, perhaps, are tax rules that would provide graduated cost recovery for investments in education and training, thereby reducing the tax on returns from these investment, on the basis that the income derived from the skills and talents acquired through these investments is more closely related to ambitions and efforts than endowments and circumstances. 158 Dworkin's opposition to consumption or expenditure as an ideal tax base is more puzzling given the emphasis that equality of resources places on ex ante equality, 159 and his conclusion that taxation should not alter the distributive consequences of individual decisions to take risks or gambles or to save rather than spend 160 -arguments that are often used to support the taxation of personal consumption or expenditure. 161 With respect to risks and gambles, however, Dworkin acknowledges that "paternalistic" considerations might affect this conclusion, so that a hypothetical insurance market might compensate persons who suffer the consequences of bad option luck as well as bad brute luck. 162 Indeed, to the extent that the gambles involved in most investments entail both known risks and unknown risks, these gambles are apt to combine elements of option luck and brute luck, justifying at least some ex post redistribution from winners to losers. For both reasons, equality of resources might reasonably reject a yield-exemption consumption tax as incompatible with distributive justice. 163 157 Zelenak, "Taxing Endowment" supra note 126 at 1180, observing that "if SAT sco res depend on some combination of social privilege and genetic endowment, a tax based on SAT scores might come closer to a tax on overall endowment than at tax based on social privilege alone." 158 163 For a similar argument against a yield-exemption consumption tax, see Graetz, supra note 124 at 1600-01, arguing that "lucky gamblers are not the same as unlucky gamblers" and that "the tax base must distinguish those who are lucky from those who are unlucky, even though they mi ght hav e been in the same position with res pect to their expectations before the gamble." This conclusion assumes that a tax system can, in fact, apply to returns to risk -which economic analysis demonstrates is not the cas e in a flat-rate income tax with full loss offsets in which investors can borrow at the risk-free rate of return in order to increase the size of investments that are subject to taxation in the ev ent of success and loss offset in the case of failure. See, e.g., Evsey D. Domar and Richard A. Since the assumptions on which this conclusion rest are unlikely to apply in practice, it s eems reasonable to conclude that "reports of the death of principles taxation of risk Since a cash-flow consumption tax would apply on an ex post basis to all investment returns that are used for personal consumption, it is not vulnerable to this objection to the yield-exemption approach. 164 By excluding saved income from tax, however, the effect of a cash-flow consumption tax is to exempt the risk-free return on invested capital, which is included in the base of an income tax. 165 Although consumption-tax advocates often argue that this risk-free return should be exempt from tax on the basis that it merely compensates savers for deferring their consumption to a later period, 166 others have challenged this theory of the risk-free rate of return on the grounds that individuals wanting to smooth their consumption over different taxation periods might reasonably save income for this purpose without requiring any return 167 -suggesting that positive returns on invested capital are due entirely to the productivity of capital rather than compensation for deferral. 168 As well, if the risk-free return on savings should be exempt because it compensates for deferred consumption, one might argue that labour income should also be exempt on the basis that it compensates workers for giving up leisure time. 169 Although Dworkin's rejection of a personal consumption tax does not consider these tax policy arguments for or against personal consumption as an ideal tax base, his assumption that investment returns reflect more than "preferences for later consumption" is consistent with the tax policy argument that these returns are attributable to the productivity of capital and are therefore properly included in the base of a redistributive tax. More generally, his support for income as a tax base and his view that that the purpose of this tax is to insure against the risk of low market returns reflect a clear rejection of the argument by some consumption tax advocates that redistributive taxation should address the resources that one withdraws from society through personal consumption, rather than the resources that one receives premium … hav e been greatly exaggerated." Lawrence Zel enak, "The Sometimes-Taxation of the Returns to Risk-Bearing Under a Progressive Income Tax" (2006) 167 See, e.g., Warren, supra note 129 at 1100, suggesting that a rational consumer might reasonably treat consumption i n each period equally: "Marooned on a desert island with a lifetime store of goods, a consumer might well allocate an equivalent amount of goods to each of the remaini ng years of his life." 168 Ibid. at 1100-1101, sugges ting that "the discount observed ex ante is due entirely to the productivity of capital, which permits the augmentation of consumption through deferral and investment." See also Kelman, supra note 166 at 670-675, reviewing "demand side" accounts of the origin of interest based on the productivity of capital. 169 Warren, supra note 129 at 1107. through labour and investment. 170 On the contrary, as one critic of personal consumption taxation has argued:
There is … a sense in which consumption taxation is less consistent with individual freedom than is income taxation. The distributive premise of the consumption tax is that quantitative consumption decisions are for collective, not individual, judgment. It certainly does not seem obvious that this premise shows more respect for individual liberty than does the income tax view that distribution of product is for collective decision. A persons collective responsibilities are concluded at the time of production under the income tax; by contrast, under the consumption tax those responsibilities are not discharged until a person consumes his [or her] last resource. 171 For this reason as well, a redistributive tax based on personal income seems more consistent with equality of resources than a redistributive tax aimed at personal consumption or expenditure.
In contrast to personal income, on the other hand, liberal-egalitarians generally oppose wealth as an ideal tax base on the grounds that a personal wealth tax would impose a tax on income that individuals choose to save rather than spend. 172 Unlike a personal income tax, which applies to the return from saved income, a personal wealth tax would apply to saved income itself -imposing a second tax on saved income that would not apply to income that is devoted to consumption in the same taxation period. For this reason, Dworkin rejects personal wealth as an ideal base for redistributive taxation, concluding that "[s]omeone's decision to spend rather than save … is precisely the kind of decision whose impact should be determined by the market uncorrected for tax under this analysis." 173 Crucially, however, this conclusion depends on the assumption that income is subject to redistributive taxation before it is saved or spent, and that inheritances are also subject to a system of just redistribution, so that personal wealth is justly held. 174 To the extent that neither assumption holds, which might be true of an income tax that generally does not apply to unrealized gains, equality of resources might contemplate a role for personal wealth taxation as a supplement to an income tax or a tax on the transfer of wealth. Equality of resources might also contemplate a role for personal wealth taxation to reduce extreme concentrations of wealth, on the basis that equally-situated individuals participating in a hypothetical insurance market might reasonably have insured against a society of extreme inequalities in which they might suffer the "distinct harm of occupying a low tier in the class system." 175 In principle, however, Dworkin and other liberal-egalitarians appear to regard well-designed income and inheritance taxes as sufficient for this purpose.
Finally, it is useful to reiterate two important aspects of Dworkin's proposal for a redistributive income tax: that it should be levied at progressive rates, and that revenues should be devoted exclusively to benefits paid to those whose skills and talents command low market returns. Although Dworkin's rationale for progressive rates relies on a principle of diminishing marginal utility of income, which equallysituated individuals are assumed to take into account in a hypothetical insurance market, 176 equality of resources might also favour progressivity on the basis that higher market returns are more likely to reflect an element of brute luck than ordinary returns -a presumption that is consistent with the phenomenon of "winner-take-all" markets in which certain positions offer returns that greatly exceed those available to marginally less successful competitors. 177 It might also contemplate higher rates on speculative gains that are also apt to reflect a significant element of brute luck (combined with option luck).
As for the idea that income tax revenues should be devoted exclusively to redistributive transfers, this approach would contradict both traditional public finance theory which rejects the idea of dedicated taxes, and prevailing practice in most developed countries which adds revenues from income taxes to general tax revenues. It might also suggest a more limited role for progressive income taxation as part of a tax system in which governments rely more extensively on other taxes including sales taxes and benefit-related taxes in order to finance public goods and services. 178 At the same time, however, dedicating income tax revenues to redistributive transfer programs might provide a more compelling rationale for progressive income taxation than welfarist rationales based on ability to pay which do not adequately account for individual entitlements.
B. Inheritance Taxation
In addition to a progressive income tax, Dworkin argues that equality of resources would also favour "an inheritance tax, at a steeply progressive rate." 179 Although fiercely opposed by some commentators on the welfarist grounds that taxes on the transfer of wealth allegedly discourage capital accumulation and impede economic growth, 180 and the non-welfarist basis that these taxes constitute a "double tax" on hard-working and thrifty donors who managed to accumulate wealth during their lifetimes, 181 these taxes are widely supported by liberalegalitarians on the grounds that substantial transfers of wealth from one generation to another are essentially unearned by their recipients, undermine ideals of fair equality of opportunity, and perpetuate dynastic concentrations of wealth that undermine social, economic and political equality. 182 According to Rawls, for example, progressive gift and inheritance taxes are necessary "not to raise revenue … but gradually and continually to correct the distribution of wealth and to prevent concentrations of power detrimental to the fair value of political liberty and fair equality of opportunity." 183 Dworkin's argument for a progressive inheritance tax is broadly consistent with these concerns, though his emphasis on ethical individualism as a principle of distributive justice dictates that his account turns on considerations of individual right rather than collective good.
For Dworkin, the argument for inheritance taxation requires a reconciliation between two "competing demands" of equality of resources: (1) that individuals are generally free "to spend what is rightfully theirs" after tax as they choose -"on expensive cars or art or travel, for example" -without restriction through "further taxes"; 184 and (2) that "it is unjust when some people lead their lives with less wealth available to them, or in otherwise less favorable circumstances, than others, not through some choice or gamble of their own but through brute bad luck." 185 Taking both principles into account, Dworkin rejects the idea that gifts and bequests should be prohibited altogether, 186 but concludes that "people may be taxed on what they give or leave to others because this … form of expenditure … produces injustice in the next generation." 187 In order to fully justify and specify the form of this tax, Dworkin resorts to the same device that he employs to justify a progressive income tax, imagining "another hypothetical insurance market in which hypothetical people may all buy insurance on equal terms." 188 According to Dworkin: Inheritance insurance would make sense … to guarantee … against the … harm of occupying a low tier in a class system -against, that is, a life in a community where others have much more money, and consequently more status and power, than they do and their children will. 189 On this basis, he maintains, equally-situated individuals would insure against "bad inheritance luck" -accepting a structure of premiums that would "rise … steeply from zero in the case of modest gifts or a modest estate to a very high marginal proportion of very great wealth." 190 In addition, he suggests, since "it falls to income taxes" to finance medical benefits and redistributive transfers to individuals whose 184 Dworkin, Sovereign Vi rtue Revisited" supra note 63 at 125; and Dworki n, Sovereign Virtue, supra note 20 at 347. Although Dworkin is not clear on this point, the general prohibi tion agains t "further taxes" that he contemplates presumably would not exclude broad -bas ed sal es or value-added taxes or more targeted benefit taxes or user fees that finance public goods and services, nor regulatory taxes such as environmental taxes that are deliberately designed to discourage behaviour that imposed negative externalities on others. In contras t, equality of resources would appear to exclude luxury taxes that might be designed to discourage "conspicuous consumption". 185 Ibid. 186 Dworkin, Sovereign Virtue Revisited" supra note 63 at 125. Emphasizing Dworkin's "envy test" as an essential element of his theory, some critics have argued that equality of resources demands "extremely strict regulation of gifts and bequests … to ensure that nobody benefits to a greater degree from such gifts and bequests than anyone else." See, e.g., Otsuka, supra note 122 at 52. Dworkin's respons e seeks a balance between two demands of equality, taki ng into account the position of those who wish to transfer wealth to others gratuitously, as well as the position of those in subsequent generations whose opportuniti es and social position are affected by thes e transfers. For a more detailed effort to balance these competing demands in the design of an inheri tance tax, see Duff, "Taxing Inherited Wealth" supra note 182. 187 Dworkin, Sovereign Virtue, supra note 20 at 347. 188 Ibid. For a critical assessment of D workin's reliance on a hypothetical insurance market for inheritance, see Dani el Halliday, "Inheri tance and Hy pothetical Insurance" in S. Sciaraffa and w. Waluchow, eds., The Legacy of Ronald Dworkin, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016) 99-114, arguing that Dworki n's commitment to an inheritance tax may also be supported by a commitment to independence that justifies a cons traint on unrestricted inheritance to prevent class stratification and prejudice. 189 Ibid. at 348. 190 Ibid. at 347 and 348. skills and talents command low market returns, inheritance tax revenues should be used "for improved public education, education and training loans for would -be professionals, and other programs that ease the impact of whatever economic stratification remains after the tax has been levied." 191 While Dworkin contemplates that these premiums would be paid by donors, in the form of a gift and estate tax that is "measured by the assets given or bequeathed," 192 liberal-egalitarians generally favour donee-based taxes that are measured by the assets that individuals receive by way of gift or inheritance. 193 Since a donee-based tax would apply tax-exempt thresholds and progressive rates to the value of assets received by beneficiaries rather than the value of assets accumulated by donors, it is more finely attuned to concerns about unequal inheritance than a donor-based tax -imposing the largest tax obligations on the most fortunate beneficiaries who receive the largest gifts and inheritances, encouraging donors to distribute their wealth more widely, and thereby reducing the impact of gifts and inheritances on unequal opportunities and the dynastic concentration of wealth. 194 For these reasons, a donee-based gift and inheritance tax should also be easier to justify as a tax on the fortunate beneficiaries of substantial gifts and inheritances, rather than a tax on hard-working and thrifty donors, and less vulnerable to the criticism that it constitutes double taxation of accumulated wealth on which tax has already been paid. 195 Although Dworkin does not consider these arguments for a donee-based tax on the intergenerational transfer of wealth, his justification for a progressive inheritance tax is arguably more compatible with gift and inheritance tax levied on donees than it is with a gift and estate tax levied on donors -since it seems most reasonable to assume that hypothetical individuals would pay for insurance against the risk of "bad inheritance luck" with premiums corresponding to the manifestation of "good inheritance luck." Indeed, in a subsequent comment on his inheritance tax proposal, Dworkin appears to accept that this tax should "fall not on the donor, … but on the recipient of the gift or bequest." 196 Finally, Dworkin's argument that inheritance tax revenues should be devoted to public education and other programs designed to reduce economic stratification seems reasonable given that a central purpose of these taxes to reduce unequal opportunities -though one might also imagine other uses such as the payment of a "social inheritance" to individuals reaching the age of maturity, 197 and is important to recognize that additional resources should also be devoted to public education and other programs to support advanced education and training on the grounds that these programs constitute public services that confer societal benefits in addition to those enjoyed by individual recipients. As with Dworkin's argument for the dedication of income tax revenues to redistributive transfers, this approach to the use of inheritance tax revenues would contradict traditional public finance theory and prevailing practice in most developed countries that levy taxes on transfers of wealth, 198 but could help to enhance public understanding and support for inheritance taxation as an essential element of a just tax system.
IV. Conclusion
While this article does not endorse all aspects of Dworkin's theory, it argues that equality of resources provides a more compelling account of distributive justice than welfare-based theories, Rawlsian theory and classical libertarianismcombining a conception of economic equality with principles of individual freedom and responsibility in a way that affords better recognition to both sets of values than these other approaches. On this basis, it examines Dworkin's arguments for redistributive taxation, building on his brief remarks to defend progressive income and inheritance taxes for this purpose.
To the extent that justice is the first virtue of social institutions, it follows that a just society should attend to the distributive justice of its tax system as its first or sovereign virtue. Relying on Dworkin's conception of equality of resources as a guide, a just tax system would include progressive income and inheritances taxes.
